New
Celebrity
Couple:
Courtney Robertson is Dating
New Tinder Boyfriend
By Katie Gray
There is a new celebrity couple in town. Model and former
winner of The Bachelor, Courtney Robertson, has a new
boyfriend, whom she met on Tinder. According to
UsMagazine.com, a source said, “They went out for dinner and
drinks on their first date. On their second date, they both
deleted their Tinders. She adores him!” Another source shed
light on how the duo met. It turns out the now couple
unknowingly lived a mile apart from one another for years and
believe they wouldn’t have met without the app.” This
celebrity couple is very happy together.
New celebrity couples face the same challenges the rest of us
face when it comes to finding a good match. How do you branch
out in order to find a new love?
Cupid’s Advice:
When it comes to relationships and love, it’s important to
broaden your horizons. Get out there and meet new people. Try
new things, eat new food and do a bit of traveling. Take a
class on a topic that interests you, hit the gym or do yoga,
study or do work in a coffee shop, join a book club,
participate in charity organizations and volunteer. Cupid has
some tips:
1. Visit new places: It’s really important to expose yourself
to new surroundings. Get yourself outside of your habitual
places and try new locations to eat, shop, dance and frequent.

Not only is this a good way to meet a potential partner, it’s
good for yourself too. Most likely you will find that you
enjoy yourself and the new spots.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Winner Courtney Robertson Tells
All In New Book: “I Really Didn’t Hold Back!”
2. Indulge in new experiences: Part of the process of finding
your soulmate deals with trying new experiences and
activities. Picking up a hobby that you discover brings you a
lot of enjoyment, going to a wine tasting and taking a cooking
class, or playing sports and working out are just examples of
what you might do. During this time, you are finding yourself,
not only searching for the love of your life. Enjoy every step
along the way and you will feel extremely fulfilled.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor’ Stars Ben Flajnik and Courtney
Robertson Call It Quits
3. New people: Meeting new people introduces you to new
things, and brings you one step closer to finding your match.
It’s also a way to make more genuine friends to enjoy your
life with. The comfort we feel when we’re with our friends and
family is what matters the most in life. Sometimes you need to
step outside of the circle of people you know at work and
school. When the range of people you know widens, so does
potential partners. Surround yourself with supportive and
loving people.
How did you branch out in order to find a new love? Share your
stories with us below.

